
Meeting Report

January 18, 2018

Lizzy – Sharon Jensen

Eleven members attended the meeting.  

The informal assignment, coming out of our December meeting was:

• Start up your own Photographer's Sketchbook – I suggested using an 8 1/2 x 11 size school notebook, but any size 
will do provided it is big enough to allow printed copies of some of your phots to be pasted in and there is room for
accompanying notes you might want to make, about a photo or about some ideas you might have for future 
exploration.

• Take 10 - 15 photos of your favourite subject (as described by Ted) and print some of them and paste them into 
your sketchbook.

• The first assignment, for January, is Variations.  A full explanation was provided in the meeting recap for the 
January 4th BLPG meeting

We talked briefly about:

• the Photo Exhibition, April 29, is coming up.  Those who are going to take part need to be thinking about which 
photos they'll show, and whether they'll be making a slideshow.  More details and deadlines will be forthcoming in 
February.
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• Those taking part in the Bella Coola/Tallheo Field Trip are reminded that the fits of three $500 payments is due 
March 15th, with two other payments required on or before May 15th and June 15th.  The field trip dates are: 
Saturday, July 21, 2018 – Friday, July 27, 2018.

• Future Workshops:  

◦ Another indoor portraiture workshop will be held on Sunday, February 17, 2018 from 0930 – 1600.  We 
will be using off-camera flashes to practise taking portraits of each other.  You do not have to be experienced 
using flash to be part of this workshop.  Nor do you have to have your own flash! Nor do you have to have 
attended the workshop held on January 14th of this year.  If you want to learn a bit about how to take super 
portraits of family members and others, this is the workshop for you. Let me know if you are interested.

◦ We need to schedule the next workshop in the series:  Learning how use Photoshop like Elia Locardi.

We viewed 26 photos, provided by: Derek Chambers, Diane Hopp, Donna Nesjan, Kevin Haggkvist, Sharon Jensen and 
Virginia deBruyn..  All the photos can be found under Recent Photos on the BLPG website 
(http://bridgelakephotogroup.com ) as well as on each photographer's showcase page. 

We then finished by watching Elia Locardi's first video from New Zealand; the video covered photographing the famous 
Wanaka tree at dawn and Elia's subsequent post-processing.

Next meeting: Thursday, February 1, 2018.
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